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How and Why to Use this Resource
 

•	 If you are a teacher, and you want to learn  about 
proficiency-based learning in Vermont, review 
these slides. To learn more, access the resources  
and links. 

•	 If you are  a principal, superintendent, or district-
level staff, consider using  this as a resource for 
faculty in your district.  

•	 Receiving professional development hours for 
reviewing this resource is a local decision. Contact 
your principal or district administration.  



4 Vermont Agency of Education:
 
Education Quality Standards and  Act 77
 

• The  Education Quality  Standards (EQS) are  the  
VȳɀȻȽȼɂ Sɂȯɂȳ BȽȯɀȲ Ƚȴ EȲɃȱȯɂȷȽȼʧɁ ȻȯȼɃȯȺ Ƚȴ 
requirements and expectations. 

•	 “Act 77 became law in July of ˽˻˼˾  ȯȼȲʘȴȽɁɂȳɀɁ a 
system of public education in which every student 
graduates and every high school graduate  is college 
and career readyʔȄ 

•	 Act 77 is the driving force behind many of the 
current educational  shifts in Vermont, including  
personalization, flexible  pathways, and proficiency-
based learning. 

	 

http://education.vermont.gov/vermont-schools/education-quality/education-quality-standards
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/what-is-act-77
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What is Proficiency-based  Learning?
 

Proficiency-based Learning (PBL) is 
any system of academic instruction, 
assessment, and reporting that is based 
on learners demonstrating proficiency 
in knowledge, skills, and abilities they 
are expected to  learn before  
progressing to the n ext level or  
challenge. 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/proficiency-based-learning


• Advanced States 
Those states with comprehensive 
policy alignment and/or an active 
state role to build capacity in local 
school systems for competency 
education. 

• Developing States 
Those states with open state policy 
flexibility for local school systems to 
transition to competency education. 

D Emerging States 

D 

Those states with limited flexibility in 
state policy-usually requiring 
authorization from the state-for 
local school systems to shift to 
competency education, for explor
atory initiatives and task forces, 
and/or with minimal state activity to 
build local capacity. 

No Policies in 
Competency Education 
States with no state-level activity 
and enabling policies for compe
tency education. Significant policy 
barriers may exist, such as inflexible 
seat-time restrictions . 

• ILNStates 
The Innovation Lab Network (ILN) is 
a group of states facilitated by the 
Council of Chief State School 
Officers (CCSSO) taking action to 
identify, test, and implement policies 
to support student-centered 
approaches to learning. 

iNAeOL 
November 2017 

~ .VERMONT 
AGENCY OF EDUCATION 

6 
A Snapshot of K-12  Proficiency-based Learning 
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What is Personalized Learning?
 

Personalization ȷɁ ȯ ȃȺȳȯɀȼȷȼȵ process in which 
schools help students assess their  own talents 
and aspirations, plan a pathway toward their  
own purposes, work cooperatively with others in 
challenging tasks,  maintain a record of  
explorations, and demonstrate their learning 
against clear standards in a wide variety of  
media, all with the close support of adult  
mentors and guidesʔȄ – National  Association of 
Secondary School Principals  

http://education.vermont.gov/documents/what-is-personalized-learning
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Personalized Learning Plans and Flexible 

Pathways

• Personalized learning plans, expanded
learning, and flexible pathways are all
part of a personalized system.

• Learn more  about these different
components on the  next slides.
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What are Personalized  Learning Plans?
 

•	 Personalized Learning Plans (PLPs) are 
ȾȺȯȼɁ ɂȶȯɂ ɀȳȴȺȳȱɂ ȯ ɁɂɃȲȳȼɂʧɁ ȵȽȯȺɁʕ 
abilities, aspirations and interests. 

•	 They are created by the student, 
parent/guardians, and teachers, and 
outline learning opportunities to support 
the ɁɂɃȲȳȼɂʧɁ path. 

•	 PLPs  are required starting in seventh 
grade by both statute and board rules. 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/personalized-learning/personalized-learning-planning-process
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What What are Fle are Flexible xible PPathwathwaays?ys?
 

Any combination of high-quality expanded 
learning opportunities,  including academic and 
experiential components, which build and  
assess attainment of identified proficiencies 
and lead to secondary school completion, civic 
engagement  and postsecondary readiness. 
Flexible pathways allow students to apply their  
knowledge and skills to tasks of personal 
interest as part of the personalized learning 
planning process. 
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FleFlexible xible PPathwathwaaysys 

VȳɀȻȽȼɂʧɁ ȴȺȳɆȷȰȺȳ ȾȯɂȶɅȯɇɁ ɂȽ ȵɀȯȲɃȯɂȷȽȼ ȷȼȱɀȳȯɁȳ ȳȿɃȷɂɇ 

of access to college and careers. For example, the Dual 


Enrollment  program includes up to two college courses  for 

eligible Vermont high  school  students. 


Click any box to learn more.
 

Dual Enrollment 

Virtual  and 
Blended Learning 

Early College 

Career and  
Technical Education 

Expanded Learning 
Opportunities 

Work-based 
Learning 

High School 
Completion 

Program 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/flexible-pathways/work-based-learning
http://education.vermont.gov/student-support/adult-education/students
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/personalized-learning/personalized-learning-practices
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/flexible-pathways/early-college
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/flexible-pathways/dual-enrollment
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/flexible-pathways/career-technical-education
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/flexible-pathways
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How do Personalization and Proficiency-

based Learn ing Fit Together?

• Proficiencies can be attained in various
learning environments including
expanded learning and flexible pathways.

• Through  personalized learning and the
PLP development process, educators and
schools develop a better und erstanding of
student goals and strengths, as well as the
unique supports and opportunities that
can help students be successful.
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Equity Focus: Every Student Succeeds  Act
 

•	 Proficiency-based Learning  is designed to 
identify and address gaps to provide 
equitable learning opportunities for every  
student. 

•	 ȃA  high priority  for the Vermont Board of 
Education and our community is ensuring  
equitable outcomes for all of our 
ɁɂɃȲȳȼɂɁʔȄ (Every Student Succeeds Act 
[ESSA] Vermont State Plan, page 69) 

http://education.vermont.gov/sites/aoe/files/documents/essa-vermont-state-plan-final
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Equity Focus: Multi-Tiered System of 

Supports
 

• Al	 l Vermont schools use a Multi-tiered 
System of Supports (MTSS) framework for 
academic, behavior, and social-emotional 
learning for all students. 

•	 The MTSS  framework supports equitable 
access  and engagement in core instruction, 
with supplemental supports  as needed, for 
all students. 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-support/multi-tiered-system-supports
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Equity Focus: Special Education 

•	 Vermont has a robust special education 
system, which places a great  deal of 
emphasis on inclusion and equity for all 
students. 

•	 The goal of special education is for  
students with disabilities to access the 
general education curriculum  to the 
greatest possible extent. 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-support/special-education


16 Standards and Proficiencies: 

What are They?
 

•	 Standards identify the essential  knowledge, skills 
and behaviors that should be taught and learned 
in school at each grade  level. They are not a 
curriculum, and are usually national  in nature. 

•	 Proficiencies include explicit, measurable,  learning 
objectives based  on standards and measure a 
ȺȳȯɀȼȳɀʧɁ ȹȼȽɅȺȳȲȵȳ ȯȼȲ ɁȹȷȺȺ ȲȳȻȽȼɁɂɀȯɂȳȲ  ȷȼ ȯ 

consistent manner, in various settings over time.
 

•	 Proficiency-based  Learning can also be referred to 
as competency-based or mastery  learning.  
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Vermont Content Standards
 

The following standards,  adopted  by the Vermont State 
Board of  Education, are used by supervisory 
districts/supervisory unions to develop  proficiency 
indicators. 

•	 Arts • Financial Literacy 

•	 Career  and Technical • Global Citizenship 
 
Education
 •	 Health Education 

•	 Driver Education •	 Mathematics 
•	 English Language Arts •	 Physical Education 
•	 Family and Consumer •	 Science 

Sciences 
•	 Technology 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/arts
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/flexible-pathways/career-technical-education
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/driver-education
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/language-arts
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/grade-expectations-family-and-consumer-services
https://www.jumpstart.org/what-we-do/support-financial-education/standards/
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/global-citizenship
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/health-education
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/mathematics
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/physical-education
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/content-areas/science
https://www.iste.org/standards/for-students
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Standards and Proficiencies:
 

Local Lens
 
•	 NȽɂȳ ɂȶȯɂʕ ȰȳȱȯɃɁȳ  Ƚȴ VȳɀȻȽȼɂʧɁ ɁɂɀȽȼȵ ɂɀȯȲȷɂȷȽȼ 

of local control, schools and supervisory 
unions/supervisory districts (SUs/SDs) 
approach proficiencies  through different lenses. 

•	 You may see  a range of terminologies and 
approaches as to how students attain content 
and skill proficiencies, as well as how they are 
measured and reported. 

•	 All of these variations are still  based on the 

same, state-adopted standards. 
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Standards and Proficiencies:
 

Transferable Skills
 
•	 Enshrined in the Education Quality 

Standards, transferable skills are the broad set  
of knowledge, skills,  work habits, and 
learning dispositions that are believed to be 
ȱɀȷɂȷȱȯȺȺɇ ȷȻȾȽɀɂȯȼɂ  ɂȽ ɁɃȱȱȳɁɁ ȷȼ ɂȽȲȯɇʧɁ 
world, particularly in collegiate programs and 
modern careers.  

•	 Transferable skills include communication, 
collaboration, creativity, innovation, inquiry, 
problem solving and the use of technology. 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/proficiency-based-learning/transferable-skills
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Standards and Proficiencies: 


Transferable Skills
 

•	 Students in Vermont are expected to 
become proficient in transferable 
skills. 

•	 Each SU/SD may define transferable 
skills that align with expectations in 
the Education Quality Standards. 

•	 You can review sample transferable 
skills here and here. 

http://education.vermont.gov/vermont-schools/education-quality/education-quality-standards
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/proficiency-based-education-transferable-skills
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/proficiency-based-education-eqs-transferable-skills
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Standards and Proficiencies:

Proficiency-based  Graduation  Requirements

These Proficiency-based Graduation 
Requirements (PBGRs) ȯɀȳ  ɂȶȳ ȃȺȽȱȯȺȺɇ
delineated set of content knowledge and 
skills connected to state standards that, 
when supplemented with any additional 
locally-developed requirements, have 
been determined to qualify a student for 
earning a high school diplomaʔȄ 



http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/proficiency-based-learning/proficiency-based-graduation-requirements
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Proficiency-based  Graduation 


Requirements
 

•	 Beginning with the class of 2020, all 
students in Vermont will graduate by 
demonstrating a range  of 
proficiencies as defined by their 
SU/SD. 

•	 More information can be found  in 
EQS, 2120.7, page 7. 

http://education.vermont.gov/documents/state-board-rules-series-2000


23 Standards and Proficiencies: 

Putting the Pieces Together
 

• SU	 s/SDs use standards to determine what 
proficiencies students  need to 
demonstrate for graduation. These 
ȃȾɀȽȴȷȱȷȳȼȱɇ-based graduation 
ɀȳȿɃȷɀȳȻȳȼɂɁȄ ȷȼȱȺɃȲȳ ȰȽɂȶ ȱȽȼɂȳȼɂ ȯȼȲ 
transferable skills. 

•	 For example, a student must be proficient 
in math content as well as in 
communication skills in order to 
graduate. 
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Sample PBGRs
 

Snapshot of PBGRs from Franklin Northeast Supervisory Union
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6fGNPP4yPqETm5LVEZFODBGNmM/view
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Curriculum and Instruction: 

Vermont’s Pedagogical Culture
	

•	 Educators have high expectations for all 
students. 

•	 Each and every students can attain proficiency.
 

•	 An emphasis is placed on growth mindset for  
all learners, including students and educators. 

•	 More information can be found in 2120.6 of 
EQS, page 6. 

http://education.vermont.gov/documents/state-board-rules-series-2000
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Curriculum and Instruction:
 
Vermont’s  Pedagogical Culture
 

•	 Curriculum is a collaboration between leaders,  
educators, and students.  

•	 Students,  peers, and community members are 
viewed as sources of knowledge. 

•	 Learning is a social enterprise, and
  
relationships are essential.
 

•	 Education is culturally and socially relevant,  
and emphasizes real-world concepts and  
applications. 

•	 Click the link to learn more.  

http://education.vermont.gov/documents/edu-proficiency-based-education-key-characteristics-of-a-proficiency-based-learning-system-of-education
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Curriculum and  Instruction: 

Vermont’s  Pedagogical Culture
 

•	 Students are encouraged  to learn deeply and 
authentically within a  content area. This is in  
contrast to traditional systems, where teachers are 
expected to cover a wide range of  content in a 
specific  amount of  time. 

•	 Learning is the constant, time is the variable. 

•	 Universal Design for Learning (UDL) informs 
teaching and learning. 

•	 There is an emphasis on  interdisciplinary learning. 


•	 Click on the link to learn more. 

http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/whatisudl
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/edu-proficiency-based-education-key-characteristics-of-a-proficiency-based-learning-system-of-education
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Curriculum and  Instruction: 

The Students’  Role
	

•	 Educators deliver frequent  feedback 
that helps learners apply what 
ɂȶȳɇʧɄȳ ȺȳȯɀȼȳȲ ɂȽ ȼȳɅ ȱȽȼɂȳɆɂɁʔ  

•	 Students can work  at different levels 
on proficiency progressions. 

•	 Student agency is valued, and drives 
instructional decisions and student 
learning. 
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Curriculum and Instruction: 
 

student agencyStudent  Agency
 

Students take on an active role  in designing, monitoring, and 
ensuring success of their learning experience. Students: 

•	 can be  active participants in defining their strengths, needs, 
and interests. 

•	 can be active co-designers of their personalized learning 
plans. 

•	 can take  greater ownership over monitoring their 
progression through learning activities, identifying when 
ɂȽ  ȯɁȹ ȴȽɀ ȶȳȺȾʕ ȯȼȲ Ʌȶȳȼ ɂȶȳɇʧɀȳ ɀȳȯȲɇ ɂȽ  ȲȳȻȽȼɁɂɀȯɂȳ 
proficiency. 

•	 can take  charge of their own learning in the PLP  process. 

http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/personalized-learning/personalized-learning-planning-process
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Curriculum and Instruction: 
 

student agencyStudent  Agency
 

In addition, students: 

•	 can make  choices about what content to learn  
when, or what type  of learning experience they 
want to engage in to practice a skill or to 
demonstrate  proficiency. 

•	 can communicate with teachers about their PLP  
and how  to strengthen it. 

•	 can build long-term self-regulation skills to keep 
themselves on track for learning because of their 
increased autonomy. 
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Assessment
 

•	 Assessment and reporting in Vermont 
focuses on content knowledge, skills, 
and understanding, as well as on 
transferable skills. 

•	 Assessment can take various forms, 
such as performance assessments, 
benchmarking, diagnostics, interim, 
summative, and formative 
assessments. 

https://www.teachthought.com/pedagogy/6-types-assessment-learning/
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Assessment
 

•	 In a PBL  system, feedback is 
frequent, timely, and used to inform 
student learning and instructional 
decisions. 

•	 Self-assessment is a key piece of 
proficiency-based learning. Students 
practice self-assessment and reflect 
on their learning. 
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Assessment:
 

State Summative Assessments
 

•	 Vermont uses the Smarter Balanced 
yearly summative exams (SBAC) to 
report out on math and English. 

•	 Other state assessments include 
Vermont Physical Education 
Assessment and the Vermont Science 
Assessment. 

http://vt.portal.airast.org/
http://education.vermont.gov/data-and-reporting/educational-performance
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/assessments/state-and-local-assessments
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/assessments/state-and-local-assessments/science
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Assessment:
 

Local Comprehensive Assessments
 

•	 SUs/SDs are expected to complement state 
assessments with their own K-12 local  
comprehensive assessment systems (LCAS). 

•	 These local systems will have a focus on 
performance- and curriculum-embedded 
assessments, as well as on formative 
assessment practices to ensure that students  
know where they need to show growth. 

http://education.vermont.gov/documents/strengthening-and-streamlining-local-comprehensive-assessment-systems
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Reporting
 

•	 As required in 16 V.S.A. §165(a)(2), each 
school shall report student and system 
performance results to the community at least  
annually in a format selected by the school  
board. 

•	 In other words, reporting practices are a local  
decision. 

•	 While proficiency-based  grading and 
reporting is not a board or state requirement, 

you can learn more here. 

https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/16/003/00165
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/research-brief-proficiency-based-grading-practices
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Reporting
 

•	 PBL  report cards provide an 
opportunity to reflect progress and 
achievement with greater specificity. 

•	 Content knowledge and 
understanding is assessed and 
reported separately from behavior or 
transferable skills. 
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Reporting
 
•	 Proficiency levels show 

where a student is, and 
where they need to grow. 

• On-going reporting  allows 
 
students and families to 

track progress over time.
 

•	 Here is a sample math 
proficiency level visual from  
Washington Central 
Supervisory  Union. 

http://wcsumathcoach.blogspot.com/p/wcsu-g.html
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Reporting
 

•	 College and universities are aware of 
the movement toward proficiency-
based transcripts. 

•	 These  transcripts should not impact a 

ɁɂɃȲȳȼɂʧɁ ȯȲȻȷɁɁȷȽȼ ȾɀȽɁȾȳȱɂɁʔ RȳȯȲ 

more about proficiency-based 

transcripts and college.
 

http://education.vermont.gov/documents/college-acceptance-and-proficiency-based-transcript
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Reporting
 

ȃTȶȳ ȱɇȼȷȱȷɁȻ Ƚȴ ʢɂȶȳɁȳʣ  ȱȽȺȺȳȵȳ 

admission offices about  grades is 
well-warranted, as grades do not 

typically represent student 
achievement but rather an amalgam 

of achievement, behavior, compliance, 
and test-ɂȯȹȷȼȵ ɁȹȷȺȺʔȄ 

-ȃGȳȯɀȷȼȵ ɃȾ ȴȽɀ FAST GɀȯȲȷȼȵ  ȯȼȲ  RȳȾȽɀɂȷȼȵʕȄ Kȳȼ 

OʧCȽȼȼȽɀʕ Lȳȳ Aȼȼ JɃȼȵʕ ȯȼȲ  DȽɃȵȺȯɁ RȳȳɄȳɁ
1
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Structure, Organization, and Scheduling
 

•	 Leaders support structural changes 
necessary for the success  of a 
personalized,  proficiency-based system. 

•	 School day structures allow collaborative 
meeting time for educators. 

•	 Time is embedded during the school day 
for general and special educators to 
collaborate on instruction and 
assessment. 
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Structure, Organization, and Scheduling
 

•	 The school day should be scheduled so that 
students can access all levels of support, as 
needed. 

•	 Learning is the constant, time is the 
variable.  

• Classrooms are organized in a way that 

supports personalization of learning. 


•	 Technology is leveraged to support these 
changes. 

https://www.edelements.com/blog/six-examples-of-what-personalized-learning-looks-like
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Structure, Organization, and Scheduling
 

• A range  of technology platforms 
can support a PBL system. 

• These include personalized 
learning plan platforms, as well 
as assessment and reporting 
systems. 
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Structure, Organization, and Scheduling
 

•	 Professional learning for educators is   
personalized, relevant, active, 
collaborative, sustainable, and allows 
for feedback and reflection. 

•	 School systems may use a 
personalized learning plan format for 
ȳȲɃȱȯɂȽɀɁʧ ȾɀȽȴȳɁɁȷȽȼȯȺ Ⱥȳȯɀȼȷȼȵʔ 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

•	 Are there any 
misconceptions about 
proficiency-based 
learning (PBL)? 

•	 What are the 
advantages of PBL  
over traditional 
approaches? 

•	 What are  the  
challenges of 
implementing  PBL? 

https://www.competencyworks.org/understanding-competency-education/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.competencyworks.org/understanding-competency-education/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.competencyworks.org/understanding-competency-education/frequently-asked-questions/
https://www.competencyworks.org/understanding-competency-education/frequently-asked-questions/
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Acronym Glossary
 
•	 AOE (Agency of Education) •	 NCAS (National Core Arts 

•	 C3 (College, Career, and Civic Life Standards) 

Framework for Social Studies State •	 NGSS (Next Generation Science 
Standards) Standards) 

•	 CCSS  (Common Core State •	 PBGR (Proficiency-based 
Standards for Math  and English Graduation Requirements) 
Language Arts) •	 PBL (Proficiency-based Learning) 

•	 CTE (Career and Technical  •	 PLP (Personalized Learning Plan) 
Education) 

•	 SBAC (Smarter Balanced 
•	 ELO (Expanded Learning Assessment  Consortium) 

Opportunity) 
•	 SD/SU (Supervisory District, 

•	 ESSA  (Every Student  Succeeds Act) Supervisory Union) 
•	 LCAS (Local Comprehensive •	 SHAPE (Society of Health and 

Assessment  System) Physical  Educators Standards) 
•	 MTSS (Multi-tiered Systems of •	 UDL  (Universal Design for 

Support) Learning) 
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http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/proficiency-based-learning/proficiency-based-graduation-requirements
http://education.vermont.gov/student-learning/proficiency-based-learning
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/proficiency-based-learning-glossary
http://vt.portal.airast.org/
http://education.vermont.gov/student-support/special-education
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/whatisudl
http://education.vermont.gov/documents/essa-vermont-state-plan-final
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Thank You
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